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In this note we show that the upper and the lower Collatz-Wielandt 
numbers of a nonnegative vector x with respect to a nonnegative matrix A 
are lower and upper bounds for the local spectral radius of x with respect to 
A. We give a description of the spectral radius of A with the help of the 
Collatz-Wielandt numbers and settle completely the question of when the 
sequences of the Collatz-Wielandt numbers for Amx converge to the same 
limit. 
Let E be a complex Banach space, and let A be a linear continuous 
operator from E into E. For x in E the local spectral radius ri x) of x with 
respect to A is defined by 
If A has the Single-valued extension property [3], then the function 
A >-+ (A - A) - lX, defined on the resolvent set of A, has a maximal analytic 
extension, which will be denoted by x A" Note that an operator with nowhere 
dense spectrum has the single-valued extension property, so x A is well 
defined for all x, if A is a matrix. 
In the follOwing proposition we collect some results on the local spectral 
radius of a nonnegative vector with respect to a nonnegative matrix A that 
are, more generally, valid for nonnegative elements in a partially ordered 
Banach space E and a nonnegative operator A under certain conditions on E 
and A (see [4, 5]). 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A E R:xn, x E R:, and x * O. Then: 
(a) XiA)=L~=oA-m-1Amxfor IAI>rA(x), andrA(x) is a pole ofxA [4, 
Theorem lOa)]. 
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(b) For X E R the equation (X - A)u = x has a nonnegative solution iff 
X > Q(X); if X > rA(x), then xA(X) is such a solution, and 0 < xn(X) < u for 
every other nonnegative solution u [4, Theorem lOc), Proposition 51. 
(c) A is a distinguished eigenvalue of A (i.e., there exists a u > 0, u # 0, 
such that Au = Xu) iff A = Q(X) for wme x > 0, r # 0 [4, Theorem 12a)]. 
(d) rA( r) = r(A) if A is irreducible or if r is strictly positive; here r(A) 
denotes the spectral radius of A [5, Theorem 7, Propositions l-31. 
Let AER”=” and XER:. The lower and upper Collatz-Wielandt 
numbers of x with respect to A are defined by 
s(x)=max{X>O:hx<Ar}, 
where we shall write s(x) = 00 if x = 0, and ja(x) = cc if no X > 0 exists 
such that Ax < hr; see [l, pp. 31, 321 for an equivalent definition of these 
numbers. By induction we obtain 
[G(X)] mu <A”‘x < [c(x)] mu, m = 1,2,... , 
and, using any norm on C” that is semimonotone on R:, the next proposi- 
tion follows immediately: 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A E R:"", x E R", and x f 0. Then 
As a corollary of Propositions l(d) and 2, the well-known inclusion 
theorems of L. Collatz [2] and H. Wielandt [8] follow: 
COROLLARY 3. Let A E RT'". ZfA is irreducible and x E R: is nonzero, 
or else if x is strictly positive, then s(x) < r(A) 6 &A(x). 
From Propositions l(c) and 2 we obtain 
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COROLLARY 4. Zf A E Rt”‘, then 
max{s(x):xER:, x # 0} = r( A ) = greatest distinguished eigenvalue of A, 
min{?*(x):xER:, x # 0} = smallest distinguished eigenvalue of A. 
This corollary shows that one has, in general, to restrict the set S c R’!+ \ 
(0) in order to obtain r(A) = sup xesrJx) = infX,,?*(x). The following 
theorem was stated in a more general and stronger form in [7, Theorem 2.11. 
Unfortunately, the proof there contains a mistake, and the statement is valid 
as proved there only if the order of the pole r(A) of the resolvent of A is one. 
THEOREM 5. Let Q be the leading coefficient of the Laurent expansion 
of the resolvent of A E RTX” in a neighborhood of r(A). Then 
= inf { pAa< x) : x E R: , Qx # 0} . 
To prove this theorem and to formulate the next results of this note, we 
shall need some notation on the directed reduced graph W(A) associated with 
A E Rlxn 16, p. 1901. W(C) is the set of all classes of A equipped with the 
access relation [ 1, p. 391. For x E R: let Y,(x) = { (Y E %?(A): there exists an 
i E (Y such that xi > 0), Y’(x) is called the reduced support of x with 
respect to A. A class in Y*(x) is called final with respect to Y’(x) if it has no 
access to any other class in Y*(r). 
For subsets OL and p of { 1,. . . , n } we denote by A, the submatrix of A 
based on row indices in (Y and column indices in fi, and by xp, similarly, the 
subvector of x based on indices in fi. 
Proof of Theorem 5. If x E R”+, then Qx f 0 iff r*(x) = r(A). For all 
h > r+(x) we have QxA(h) 2 (l/A)@ and &(xA( X)) < X, since Ax,(X) = 
Ax,(X) - x G Xx,(A). Therefore r(A) = inf{?*(x): x E R:, Qx #O}. To de- 
fine an x E R", such that Qx f 0 and rJ x) = r(A), take a basic class (Y of A 
with maximal height p [l, p. 421, and define x, as a nonnegative eigenvector 
of A,, and xi as 0 if i G (Y. Let p be a basic class of A such that there exists 
a chain from (Y to p containing p basic classes. Then Qpa > 0 and Qpa # 0, 
since p is the order of the pole of the resolvent of A at r(A) [l, p. 431. 
Therefore (Qx)~ = QPax, # 0, since x, is strictly positive as a nonnegative 
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eigenvector to the spectral radius of an irreducible matrix. This proves 
QX # 0. Now r(A)x, = Aacrra = (Ax),, and r(A)xi ,< (Ax)~ for i @ CX, since 
xi = 0 for such i, and we obtain s(x) = r(A). n 
REMARK. For the matrix 
we have r(A) = 1~ FA(r(x) for every r E R: such that Qr # 0. This example 
shows that, in general, r(A) f min{ F*(r): x E R:, Qx f 0). 
If rA(x) > 0, then A”x # 0 for all m = 0,1,2,, . . , and the next inequality 
follows easily: 
%(Amx) <s(A”+‘x) < rA(x) d &(A”‘+‘x) d t&W. 
The following theorem was proved in [6, Theorem 6.81 for the particular 
case rA( X) = r(A). 
THEOREMS. Let A E RTXn and x E R: be such that r*(x) > 0. We have 
lim s( A”?) = lim c( Amx) (*) m 4 m 
iff for every class (Y in Y*(x) which is final with respect to Y’(x) we have 
both 
g; ;k,) = G(T) ad 
‘m m+m~2;9,,(AZr,) = hmrndrn G,,(AZx,). 
REMARK. By Proposition 2, the limits in ( * ) and (b) are equal to TV. 
In (b) the matrix A,, is irreducible. For this case in [6, Lemma 6.41 necessary 
and sufficient conditions are given for (b) to hold. 
Proof of Theorem 6. If (Y is final with respect to YA(x), then (A”‘x), = 
Aza’,x, for m = O,l,. . . . We have T,~Jx,) = r(A,,) by Proposition l(d), and 
we obtain 
Therefore ( * ) implies (a) and (b) for such (Y. 
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The proof of the converse implication can be reduced to the case of [6, 
Theorem 6.81 in the following way: 
z := { .z EC”: r*(lzl) =$ r*(x)} 
is an A-invariant ideal in C”; thus Z = {z EC”: zi = 0 if i G y} for some 
Y c {I,..., n }. Now the following assertions can be proved: 
If (YE%(A) then cu~%?(A~,,) t) any#0 0 acy; 
+g = ?d4; ya,,<x,, = yaw; 
a is final in y*( x ) = (Y is final in y*,,(x,); 
L(AW =51,,(A;&; &a( Amx) = &l A’;,x,). 
Therefore, if we apply [6, Theorem 6.81 to A,, and xy, the proof of the 
theorem is complete. W 
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